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it was released on july 29, 2010, for the pc, playstation 3, and xbox 360. the game was released for
the pc on july 18, 2010, and it was released for the xbox 360 on november 3, 2010 and playstation 3

on november 23, 2010. crysis 2 was rated 'm' for mature by the esrb, meaning that the game
contains material that may be suitable only for adults. crysis 2, like the original crysis, is a first-

person shooter developed by crytek and published by electronic arts. the game was announced on
may 10, 2007. the single-player mode contains a campaign that is similar to crysis and the crysis

warhead expansion. the campaign has the player play as prophet, an ex-navy seal who is searching
for his kidnapped wife. at first, it is a race against time to escape the island. but as the story

progresses, the player will need to find out the secrets of the island and its protomolecule, a sentient
alien virus that will help you fight the alien enemies and a hostile environment. the campaign mode
in crysis 2 is similar to the original crysis campaign. it contains a number of different levels in the

game. each level has a goal that is basically to kill aliens and find the protomolecule. the levels are
similar to the original crysis but there are new additions. the campaign is made up of three different
levels. the first level is the main story of the game and you will get to play as prophet and find his
wife. the second level is where the player will get to play as prophet again and find out how the

nanosuit that he is wearing in crysis 2 works. the third level is a special level that is set in the future
where the protagonist must stop the alien enemy that is creating a giant robot.
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crysis 2 is a game where it
takes a little while to get used
to the controls, but once you
get it you will see why it is a
great game. the story mode
is not very long, but it does
get a little bit boring after a
while, but the cooperative
game is great. for all the
people who dont like the

name, crysis 2 should be a
small easy game to the first
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one. the story is better then
the first game, the gameplay
is better then the first game,
the graphics are better then
the first game. the only thing
that is bad is that the game

isnt finished yet, and the
game is out of date, and is
very buggy. but the overall
game is a good game. you

should get this game. crysis 2
is definitely a step up from

the first game. the new
features and the new
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weapons are much more fun
and exciting then the original

features and the original
weapons. i'd say it's a solid

upgrade from the first game.
the story mode is only a little
bit better then the first game,
but the co-op game is much

more fun then the first game.
the graphics are better then

the first game, and the
gameplay is much more fun

then the first game. however,
there are a few bugs in the
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game. but if the bugs are
fixed, the overall game is

really good. prophet human
nanosuit lifeform biographical

information full name
laurence barnes

codename/nickname prophet
status deceased (committed
suicide due to being affected
by the manhattan virus in the

beginning of crysis 2 )
transformed to post-human

warrior (mind assimilated into
the nanosuit 2.0, taking over
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alcatraz's body in crysis 3
appearances crysis crysis
warhead (mentioned only)
crysis 2 (flashbacks and as
nanosuit consciousness)

crysis 3 physical description
species human (formerly)

nanosuit lifeform gender male
height 183cm (6 ft 0.00 inc)

hair color bald eye color
brown (formerly) blue (as a
nanosuit lifeform) political

and military information rank
major speciality
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recon/covert/support branch
united states army unit raptor

team real world voiced by
james vincent meredith
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